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Abstract : Native Speech to text synthesis has its own leverage for the purpose of mankind. The extensive nature of art to
speaking different accents is common but the purpose of communication between two different accent types of people is quite
difficult. This problem will be motivated by the extraction of the wrong perception of language meaning. Thus, many existing
automatic speech recognition has been placed to detect text. Overall study of this paper mentions a review of NSTTR (Native
Speech Text to Text Recognition) synthesis compared with Text to Text recognition. Review has exposed many text to text
recognition systems that are at a very early stage to comply with the system by native speech recognition. Many discussions
started about the progression of chatbots, linguistic theory another is rule based approach. In the Recent years Deep learning
is an overwhelming chapter for text to text learning to detect language nature. To the best of our knowledge, In the sub
continent a huge number of people speak in Bangla language but they have different accents in different regions therefore
study has been elaborate contradictory discussion achievement of existing works and findings of future needs in Bangla
language acoustic accent.
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